READERBOARD
CONSTRUCTION

See Super 8 Hitting System Package Video #8 for a demonstration
of the ReaderBoard Construction.

BASEBALLS: 9 regular baseballs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Drill ¼ inch hole middle of each ball. (Drill Press is preferable)
Place stick-on vinyl numbers on each ball 1-9.
Dress baseballs with red and black tape for cutlines (see cutlines instructions.)
Punch a hole at the intersection of the cutline tapes on top of each baseball.
Drive carriage bolt through each baseball by going into the hole on top of each. Top of the carriage bolt can be
previously painted red to indicate bullseye of the ball.

BASEBALL READERBOARD (Size of board is approx. 2X3 ft.)
If peg board is used, no holes need be drilled in the board)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Drill nine ¼ inch holes into Readerboard spaced so that the top and bottom rows, and inside and outside balls,
line the perimeter of the strike zone.
Drill holes into Readerboard on top for handle (if desired).
Place baseballs into each hole accordingly.
Use ¼ inch carriage bolt and hex nuts to anchor baseballs.
Attach bungee cords on each top corner of Readerboard.
Place luggage handle on top of Readerboard (if desired).
Place labels on top corner on each side to designate red and black tape coloor assignments for batters.
For Right handed hitters: RHH = RED . For left handed hitters: LHH =BLACK

ReaderBoard using
Peg Board
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ReaderBoard using
Plastic Board

Super 8 Hitting System ReaderBoard Cut Lines
7,8,9 Cut Lines: Scissor cut across the mid section as shown. The batter has the
option of using either red or black cut line. For a right hander, the red cut line,
slightly over the top, would be most effective on a high fast ball. Black would do
the same for the left hander. For breaking balls, slightly below here is OK.
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4,5,6 Cut Lines: Run from just below the seem on top to just above the seem on
bottom.
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1,2,3 Cut Lines: Run from just above the seem on top to just below the seem on
bottom.
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Red Cut Lines: Right Handed Hitter
Black Cut Lines: Left Handed Hitter
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